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John White
Professor Kate Clair
CDE 504 Design Pioneers/ Stefan Bucher
July 29, 2020

Stefan Bucher
Although having worked previously in advertising, graphic design, illustration
and recently as an author, Stefan Bucher, the detail obsessed designer and owner of
344 studios, is best known for his spontaneous “Daily ink monsters” that took the
world by storm. Like most artistic introverted children, his creative origins stemmed
from his fascination with visuals and an inherent desire to make his surroundings “look
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nicer.” At the early age of twelve, this quirky youth submitted a piece of artwork to Der
Dondist publication; a magazine that specializes in all things creative regarding Donald
Duck. Upon seeing his Donald Duck illustration published within the magazine, he was
hooked. This event cemented his already present passion for design and illustration as
well as exemplified his ability to merge his intense attention to detail along with his
tasteful touch of humour. Even so, to artists and designers, the career road is often a
lonely one, where revelations are gradual. His personal search for creative community
drives him, to this day, to share not only his work and process but also his fans' playful
interactions and creative narratives with his work. Lucky for us, Stefan’s creativity and
life are like his ink splat monsters; they are as spontaneously random and as delightful
to look at as they are to read and hear about.
EARLY LIFE AND DESIGN
Born in Hannover, Germany in 1973, Stefan was fortunate to have supportive parents
who were also very interested in the arts. Drawing and viewing artwork was common
to Stefan as he was always obsessively devoted to any of his interests. One of these
fascinations was his youthful intrigue in Donaldism. Stefan explains,
“Donaldism is the scientific study of the universe occupied by Donald Duck — Donald,
Daisy, his nephews, Scrooge McDuck, the lot....The Donaldists are a group of writers,
philosophers and scientists of every stripe (professors, applied physicists, journalists
and judges among them) that have spent the last 32 years analyzing the available
source material — the canonical work of Carl Barks — to formulate theories about the
laws of physics and rules of society in Duckburgh” (Bucher, DailyMonster.com, 2008).
Donadlism was formed in 1977 and was led by an out-of-work meteorology professor
named Hans von Storch. Von Storch and his dedicated followers formed the Deutsche
Organisation der Nichtkommerziellen Anhänger des Lauteren Donaldismus — the
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German Organization of Non-Commercial Followers of True Donaldism — or
D.O.N.A.L.D.  A new friend of Stefan’s named Elke Imberger, introduced him to the
magazine and after his donald duck illustration was accepted and printed in the
magazine, Stefan was officially hooked on his career path.
Soon his confidence from being printed inspired him to seek out small
advertising jobs while still a teenager in high school. He would analyze the ads in local
papers in his home town to improve and ultimately resell the improved ads directly
back to the client. His desire for picking up clients was threefold, one was to see more
of his work in print, second in part to earn money, but third mostly out of an internal
desire to make his environment “look nicer.” His obsession with detail made him
successful as a teen designer but also a teenage artistic loner. Especially with interests
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like Donaldism, he was not the most popular student among his peers in school. Stefan
would often retreat into his own personal creative world, as he explains “the voices in
my head were much more fun than the actual local communities available to me. A lot
of the time I actually felt less lonely being by myself” (Communication Arts, 190).
Even so, Stefan was still adventurous even if he was a loner. H
 is entrepreneurial
spirit of creating advertisements allowed him to save enough money to travel to the
United States twice during his high school summer breaks. Crossing the U.S. he
stumbled upon Los Angeles, and he was instantly smitten by the bright lights and open
vistas. He researched art schools within the area and was accepted into the Art Center
College of Design in Pasadena, California in 1993. Stefan thrived in the new
environment, as he found a surplus of individuals with like-minded quirkiness and
intense creative passion. This is clearly evident when Stefan said “I found inspiration,
entertainment, support and solace in the company of teachers and students and later
coworkers. I was happy to submerge myself in the prefab communities offered by
school and the ad agency” (Communication Arts, 190). At school Stefan initially wanted
to go into illustration but ultimately was too intimidated by some of the students’
portfolio work present within the catalog. Instead, he gravitated towards advertising
where he felt his wide-ranging interests would be better suited.
BUCHER’S WORK EXPERIENCE
In the last weeks of this final term, an advertising firm called Wieden Kennedy spotted
his talents and recruited him. For the next year, Stefan would work in their Portland
office creating mainly Microsoft ads. Ultimately this turned out to be a poor fit for him
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as Stefan openly admits, “I had this naive idea, based on how I was doing ads back in
Germany, that as an advertising guy you could write it, illustrate it, design it and
photograph it, you could do it all yourself. And of course that’s not how it works at all…”
(Creative Review, 27). His time there would be short lived as he was fired, lasting only
15 months with the brilliant yet ill-suited ad agency. Leaving with some great
experience and a brilliant contact list of great designers, Stefan moved back to
Pasadena.
Soon he was hired as a designer for Maverick Records, where he had much more
success. There he designed covers for high-profile projects such as the Matrix
soundtrack, and stellar musicians like Sting and Whitney Houston, to name a few.
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This elevated work helped him to develop a true sense of client responsibility. Stefan
said “Advertising is ephemeral, beyond annuals that are targeted to other creatives. But
these album covers stick around forever, especially for the people in the band” (Creative
Review, 28). While still working at Maverick, to gain more freelance work, Stefan
started to set up his own business on the side called 344. The company’s name comes
from the addition of his office where 210 freeway and the 134 freeway merge but also
corresponds to the specific date, the 344th day of the year, when he arrived in
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California from Germany. Slowly and steadily building clientele allowed him to pursue
344 full-time, leaving Maverick after two years.
100 DAILY MONSTERS
As a talented and upcoming designer with a large body of varied work, Stefan was well
respected within the design field. He always enjoyed taking on information or data
driven clients and their design projects, as he loved finding structures and solutions for
their creative problems. Still, all creatives need time for their own expression or
moments of random creative rejuvenation. One day while driving along the 10 East
freeway in Los Angeles, Stefan noticed a creature that would manifest him into a
globally recognizable artist. Stefan had a “vision” out of thin air, of a small monster that
appeared on his arm. He instantly saw how he could make this vision into reality and
drove home to make one. Placing ink on paper, and blowing it through a straw or air
duster spray bottle, he noticed would create the most haphazard yet delightfully
experimental forms that were then adjusted with clever touches of anatomy to create
one of a kind monsters. After one was made, Stefan’s personal artistic compulsion took
over and he immediately made another fifty more. The process of making monsters, so
free and so loose, was the polar opposite to creating work for clients and sometimes
even for himself. This is evident when Stefan states, “That’s exactly what makes them
so fun to draw. With all the other drawings you start with an image in your head, and
then watch yourself fail at getting it on the paper. Because you will never get it exactly
as you have it in your head” ( Creative Review, 26). Stefan knew that by deliberately
starting with an element of randomness, he removed some if not most of the artistic
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anxiety and expectations that he would have put on himself. Instead of worrying about
what he would draw, or how good what he drew would be, he viewed the process in
essence as finishing someone else’s artwork. Freeing himself from these expectations
made the monsters flow with relative ease. In May of 2006 he set the goal of one
monster per day for one hundred days. Before long he had a portfolio sized number of
these expressive and eccentric ink monsters.
Stefan began approaching publishers with his creative monster content and
although they all seemed to love the creatures, they were always hesitant to pull the
trigger on publishing a book of them. Being an impatient creative, Stefan began
documenting his process and published his monsters online. Within weeks the 100
daily monsters were downloaded more than a million times and engaging his audience
in ways as random as the ink running across the page. Some of those who viewed the
monsters made their own narrations from simple blog comments, or wrote intricate
backstories, whimsical poems, even supposed monologues for the monsters. For
example (fig. 7) a fan named Victoria Koldewny wrote, “Most of the gumshoes at
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Tattletale PI prefer grape popsicles. But Florentine here prefers lime-wasabi. Flo is
suffering from brain freeze sinus ‘splosion, having just gobbled a six-pack. (Suffering is
actually a misrepresentation… Flo derives great gustatory pleasure from these
made-to-order confections)” (Bucher, 100 Days of Monsters, 112). The artwork had
made in essence a conversation between artist and audience. “The interplay between
Bucher’s artistic intentions and the audience’s interpretations made for a fascinating,
improvisational back and forth” ( Eye, 84). Thus another new and unexpected turn for
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Stefan and his continual search for creative community. It is likely that he would not
have gained such a large following if the publishers had not given him a hard time at
the outset. By turning to the public first, Bucher gained not only a following but also the
text that would accompany the images he created each day.
OUR FASCINATION WITH MONSTERS
The success of Stefan’s monsters, especially to the like-minded creative is easy to see.
Much like a R
 orschach blot, we are fascinated by the intricate individuality of each
monster and it’s unique place in creation. Yet our fascination with these monsters
seems to connect with a deeper seated, primal fascination that humanity has always
had. Throughout time humans have had an intense connection with monsters. This has
been evident in tribal stories and cave paintings, the printed word, famous paintings,
and ultimately animation and movies. Present in Egyptian gods, Greek mythology,
biblical giants, and countless regional tales and local legends, monsters captivate and
resonate with us all. This fear of or fascination with real-life monsters is subliminally
central to our fondness of Stefan’s monsters too. In ancient times, our paleolithic
ancestors battled and encountered real life “monsters” that could easily destroy or
devour us depending on their mood. The daily encounters with land monsters such as
mammoths, saber toothed tigers, bears and wolves, as well as oceanic encounters with
mighty whales, squid or other strange creatures reeled in from the depths, easily left
their mark on o
 ur collective consciousness.
Yet whether repulsed or intrigued, the connection is deep, and has always
remained as a narrative for our human psyche. Somehow a monster can combine the
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entire psychological range of conflicts comprising the unconscious. This cannibalistic
fatalism of “eat or be eaten” can be seen in our primal urges of aggression toward
external objects or in our internal demonstrations of guilt or atonement. Either way we
know that each of us contains a little monster inside of ourselves; and our internal
monsters are what helps us make connections with external monsters. Whether a
famous painting of monster-like behavior in De Goya’s Saturn (shown devouring his
children in a moment of gory uncontrolled hunger or jealousy), or one of Stefan’s
whimsically cartoonish contemporary monsters, both strike a chord within us that
express our deepest desires of fear, anxiety and vulnerability.

THE IMPORTANCE OF SHARING WORK
Real monsters often survive by staying hidden until either hunger or necessity reveals
them. For Stefan’s daily monsters, the opposite is true; to become fully alive to all their
creative potential, their exposure to an audience in full view is necessary. From knowing
the importance of and searching for creative communities since his youth in Germany,
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Stefan shared his monsters and playfully engaged with his audience through the
monsters. Gradually adding inkblot creations to his website in a daily progression, he
hooked his creature-hungry viewers as they anticipated the next unique ink splat to be
transformed into reality. Always striving for more, Stefan always looked for ways to
improve or enliven his monster creations. In doing so, he found deeper connections
with his audience that continued to evolve as he posted both instructional videos of his
process and included more polished short animations of some of his ink blots to fill his
daily monster blog. These animations elevate the entertainment level of the monsters
even more, engaging us beyond an already intriguing process of creativity. The
monsters inherently take on a life of their own as viewers create their own narratives,
through stories, poems or simple blog replies making a collective interaction between
all those involved. This social component of viewing the art is a brilliant aspect of the
ink splat monsters that organically help to form creative networks while emitting an
internal sense of shared human connectivity and experience. This is self-evident when
Stefan states, “ Being human enriches your solution, so that at some point all you have
to do is drop in a seed crystal and structures will emerge very rapidly” (Communication
Arts, 191).
ADVICE FROM THE DESIGNER
Throughout his artistic youth, early design success and failures, and his search for
like-minded individuals, Stefan has learned a great deal about himself through
creativity, community and personal passions. His advice is poignant and resonates with
anyone who has experienced the internal conflicts of a creative mind. Stefan knows the
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creative struggle and believes that setting time aside for creativity is essential, even
though starting a piece of work can sometimes be the hardest part. This is clear when
Stefan states “The idea is in overcoming the fear – am I good enough to start it or do I
have a good enough idea to start it – is short circuited by starting with something
random” (AIGA, 2
 014). This advice harkens back to the Surrealists who were always
trying to imbue their creative work with insight or visions from their dream state, their
unfettered unconsciousness. Likewise the Dadaists were the masters of

pure chance in their work and embraced nonsense as a necessary ingredient in
creativity. In a way, Bucher has stitched these two potentialities together in his process
which starts with the random and embraces the unconscious in monster creation.
Finding our own creative processes to remove such fears often comes from
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approaching them head on or in spontaneous ways. Nonetheless it is vital that we do
so, even on days we do not feel creative. Stefan explains, “ The days you really need to
prove that you are an artist are on the days when you feel shitty, you’re tired, you
haven’t slept, and you don’t feel inspired. Those are the important days” (AIGA, 2
 014).
To add further meaning to these efforts, Stefan feels that there is inherent value
in sharing your work or process with an audience. Stefan states, “ I think it’s really
important to start these kinds of projects with a set amount of time and to do it publicly
for others to see” (AIGA, 2
 014). The ultimate goal of sharing is to build a sense of
community, connecting the artist with the audience. Although these creative
communities help build contacts and networks for the artist, Stefan feels that in its
purest form art should be approached in a genuinely human way. He suggests to visit
designers and studios you like when time permits. Or email them to state your interest
and appreciation of their design work. This is clear when Stefan states, “ If you are out
to get only business contacts, it will give you only that...Once people actually believe
that I’m not angling for anything, it’s always great.” (Communication Arts, 191).
These enriching experiences have opened many doors for Stefan and have also
made him rethink his design of this 344 website. After first having his website appear
very corporate and respectable to attract high end clients, he more recently changed
the site to be more personal with the audience having descriptions and stories with his
artworks as well as contains a comments section added where viewers can post
replies. Throughout the website and everything else he plans to do moving forward,
Stefan notes the importance of passion. He does not limit his concept of creativity or
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creative communities to just designers. Stefan feels creativity encompasses any
category as he clearly states, “Other graphic designers, art directors, fine artists,
photographers, painters, sculptors, product designers, musicians, producers, many,
many wonderful writers… Oh, I love them all, but it goes beyond that. I’m happy to meet
anybody who has a deep love for what they do” (Communication Arts, 191). Stefan
feels that energy and dedication, in whatever you do, is paramount.
Stefan Bucher has led and shared his life of creativity and community throughout
all of his works, but somehow even more so through his spontaneously unexpected
daily monsters. His journey of experiences in discovering the ebb and flow of a
designer's life as well as finding creative outlets, has allowed him to better handle the
internal struggles and doubts that often plague a creative mind. Knowing the
importance of community, (especially after working long hours in isolation), helped him
see the value in consciously building a community for himself. He vehemently
encourages younger designers to embrace an online and in person community as
essential to their growth and sustenance.
While working predominantly with structured client projects and community
involvements, Stefan suggests that artists must find personal creative practices that
allow them to unwind and breathe for their own rejuvenation. For Stefan the daily
monsters provide him an opportunity to take a step back from his more structured client
projects. He also feels they allow him to be more selfless to the client by not feeling the
urge to insert his personal design sentiments so forcefully into the client’s work; due to
his creative monster outlet. These random monsters, despite their popularity, are more
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therapeutic than entrepreneurial. The monsters turn off the switch in his mind that says
“Am I good enough?” His ink blots are the epitome of a creative channel between artist
and audience that engage us and our own inner creative monsters. Yet through his
monsters, if only to inspire others to seek a creative community of their own Stefan
says, “I’m very curious to see what it might be for you” (AIGA, 2
 014).
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